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ABSTRACT
The forestry industries are now an important segment of our
economy, accounting for between 57D and 6% of Gross National Product.
Projected trends for forestry products combined with population trends
indicate that the nation will double its wood requirements by year
2000. Forestry represents a unique problem for our economic system
because reliance on the price system to fill potential demand is
complicated by the slowly maturing nature of the product. Demand
will cause a serious depletion of the forest resource unless present
knowledge is put to work on all forest lands or unless forestry re-
search is greatly increased. This study explores future demand and
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NATIONAL RESOURCES, HISTORY AND ECONOMIC SIGNIFICANCE
In a relatively short period of time compared to the total
history of man, the United States has emerged as the richest and
strongest economic power in the world; her power envied by all. Her
people have more, do more and live longer.
I. NATIONAL RESOURCES
The somewhat unbelieveable wealth of this country in comparison
to that of the rest of the world is not the result of the random
variable chance, but generally is attributed to the following combina-
tion of phenomena: a unique concept of government which has produced
an environment which rewards economic activity, a vigorous and
heterogeneous population, a temperate climate which is conducive to
a vast range of economic activity, and abundant diverse natural
resources in enormous quantities.
All of these elements are of great importance in contributing to
our enormous wealth, and there is little point in trying to rank or
rate them. However, it is important to realize that for the United
States to sustain its present rate of growth, particularly considering
the present population trends, there must be ever increasing quantities
of the natural resources upon which the economy is based. In broad
terms, these are considered to be agricultural land, fresh water,
minerals and forests. Of these four broad areas, the quantity of land
and fresh water are a fixed amount. They can be managed or mis-managed,

utilized in many ways, but can neither be created nor destroyed in
the long run. Minerals, consisting of the metals, chemicals, and
fuels, are also fixed in quantity and quite non-replenishable once
they are mined, although the extent of useful life can vary with the
type of mineral from that of the fuels which are completely gone
when burned, to the many metals which can be reclaimed for further use.
The forests on the other hand are most unique for they are not
fixed in quantity and are 1007o replenishable. They are a totally
renewable resource. The forests in the long run view are another
agricultural product, theoretically limited by quantity of agricultural
land available; a fixed resource. However, they are only theoretically
limited, for while the quantity of land available to grow them is
fixed, no one has ever yet been able to say just how much or what, can
or cannot be derived from a living thing, be it animal or plant. In
1900, it was considered impossible for a man to run a mile in four
minutes. In 1940 it was considered impractical, and today it is
commonplace. "The physical acreage from which crops were harvested
in 1960 was nearly identical with that of half a century ago, but the
average acre in 1960 yielded some 2/3 more than did the average acre
forty years earlier." The only thing that can be safely said of
living things is that their total capacity is quite unknown and is
usually increasing. The day will undoubtedly come when the forests
are no longer considered a natural resource since they, as other
Hans H. Landsberg, Leonard L. Fischman, and Jospeh J. Fisher,
Resources in America' s Future (Baltimore, Maryland: Johns Hopkins
Press, 1963), p. 335.

agricultural products, are quite replenishable and controllable by
man. The difficulty lies in the fact that forestry is agriculture
in slow motion. "At any given point in time, it is the standing forest
2
not the land that represents the resource." Forestry is evolving
from the category of an expendable, exploitable resource provided
by nature, into an agriculture crop grown and controlled by man.
II. HISTORY
When the early settlers arrived in this land, they were faced
with an enormous, apparently inexhaustable forest of approximately
3
1.03 billion acres of a total land area of 1.904 billion acres.
Prior to their arrival, Indians had made limited use of the forest,
doing little to influence it one way or the other. The settlers
from the very beginning made use of the forest as fuel, building mat-
erial and as an export product. By 1800, the forest area had been
reduced to one billion acres and a wood shortage was already occurring
around the larger cities on the east coast.
Although the forest was of tremendous importance to the survival
of the early settlers, it was also a significant handicap. The
society was strictly an agrarian one, and to grow food stuffs the
forest had to be cleared. The prevailing attitude was to get rid of






This information, and most of the following, came from: Peter
Farb, The Forest (Time, Inc., New York: 1960) p. 172-3.

Between 1800 and 1850, the population pushed beyond the Appalach-
ians. The lumber industry had gleaned the best of the forest in the
northeast and had moved to the lake states. Farms were being abandoned
in the New England states. By 1850, 100 million more acres of forest
land had been cleared either for timber or agriculture or a combination
of the two. In 1831, the government forbade the cutting of trees on
federally owned property, but this did little to slow it down. The
Civil War used up great quantities of lumber and damaged large forest
areas in the fighting.
The idea of conservation was being born. The first National Park
was created in 1872, and in 1873, the Timber Culture Act offered free
land to settlers who planted trees on 40 acres of each 160 acre claim.
In 1898, Gifford Pinchot, American pioneer conservationist, headed
the Agriculture Department's Forestry Division which was to become the
United States Forest Service.
In 1900 the country was down to 800 million acres of forest, and
by 1918 another 200 million acres had been cleared. The lumber industry
had stripped the lake states, moved through the south overnight, and
gone on to the far west. The heavy demands of World War I and a
greatly expanding economy using wood as the basic construction material,
had reduced the forestry acreage to its lowest level of 608 million
acres. People were finally becoming concerned when it began to appear
that the forest were probably exhaustable.
By 1938, the amount of land in forest area had increased for the
first time since settlement. The depression had greatly reduced the
demand for lumber products, and vast acres which had been cleared for

agriculture had proven to be unsuitable for crops. This reverted
back to forest land and the total acreage rose to 771 million acres.
World War II caused a slight decline, but by 1960 there were 773.4
million acres in forest. Intensive conservation practices were
instituted by the government and the forest industries. For the first
time in United States history a balance was struck between wood grown
and wood cut, and the American forest began a new era.
The use of the forest prior to World War II is frequently
characterized as a great exploitation; the era of mismanagement.
Today it is difficult for a nation facing wood shortages and high
prices to understand the practices of times past when large areas of
forest were cleared and burned, simply to get them out of the way.
Lumbering practices which utilized only a small portion of the timber
cut and which severly damaged the land for future use are not easily
understood. Yet, faulty as these practices appear from the vantage
point of today's knowledge and needs, they are quite sound when taken
in the context and setting of their times. Forests then, while a
valuable asset, were also in surplus and in the way of expansion.
Often the most efficient way to build the country was to remove the
forest as cheaply as possible. The economics of lumbering demanded
that little consideration be given to harvesting methods or utilization,
The challenge of today is not to be critical of the past, but to seek
proper utilization for the present and to determine the economic
significance of the forest in our future.
III. ECONOMIC SIGNIFICANCE
The forest industries' contribution to the Gross National Product

is of great significance today, as it was in the past. The statistics
in this section are largely taken from the Department of Agriculture
publication "The Economic Importance of Timber in the United States",
published in 1963 and were developed by the United States Bureau of the
Census based on the year 1958.
The stumpage value of the timber cut in 1958 was about 1 billion
dollars. The round products harvested from this, along with related
products such as Christmas trees and pine gum, were valued at 2.7
billion dollars at the local delivery points. This represented 14%. of
the value of all farm products harvested and was equal to the value of
wheat and exceeded only by the value of corn.
The net contribution of the forest industries to the Gross
National Product has been computed by determining the value added by
those enterprises which use or have handled forest products. Using
this method, it was determined that in 1958 the management and
harvesting activities accounted for 1 billion dollars and 1.5 billion
dollars respectively. Primary manufacturing industries added 3.9
billion dollars. Of this, 60%, was attributed to pulp, paper, and
paperboard mills, with 28% attributed to sawmills and planing mills.
Secondary manufacturing industries added 5.4 billion dollars with the
largest areas being paper and paperboard 377c ; and fibers, basically
rayon, 27%. The construction industry added the largest single
amount of 7.6 billion dollars. Transportation added 1.7 billion
dollars and marketing finished up with 3.6 billion.
The sum of the values added in all kinds of timber-based economic
activities amounted to about 25 billion dollars, or 5.6% of the Gross

National Product. About one out of every eighteen dollars of Gross
National Product originated in some kind of timber-based economic
activity. Timber valued at one dollar on the stump was valued at
25 dollars when placed in the hands of the consumer.
Employment attributed to timber in all timber-based industries
amounted to the equivalent of 3.3 million people, or more than 5% of
the total civilian working force. One person in twenty was employed by
some kind of timber-based economic activity. Only 3% of those were
actually engaged in forest management, the majority being employed by
the many processing activities.
Another way of looking at the economic importance of forest in-
dustries is by their ranking in various determinents. Forest industries
ranked third in the number of manufacturing establishments with 20 or
more employees, behind food and kindred products and apparel and re-
lated products. They ranked fourth in the number of employees behind
food, transportation equipment, and machinery. They also ranked fourth
in payrolls. They were fifth in the value added by manufacture.
Additional Forest Resources
All the value of the forest does not come from wood products. It
is the intention of this paper to cover the economic aspects and
significance of the forest as related to timber or wood products, but
it should be pointed out that the nation's forests provide five basic
resources; wood, water, forage, fish and wildlife, and recreation. In
the past, timber has been the only resource given a great deal of attention,
and will possibly always be the single most important resource of the
forest. However, the other forest resources are taking on significantly

increasing importance and are successfully competing with timber as the
most important forest resource in some areas.
Water . More than half of the nation's streamflow originates on
forest lands. There are periodic water shortages across the nation
with a daily United States water consumption of 270 billion gallons.
It is reliably predicted that the need will rise to 600 billion gallons
of water a day by 1980. Forest lands will have to be managed much
more extensively than in the past to provide for future needs. Good
forest watershed prevents floods and erosion, provides for a longer
steadier stream flow, provides a much better quality of water, and
greatly retards sedimentation in water supply systems. While the
economic value of these things is not easily derived they will, and
have already in some locations, become economically more important than
the value of wood on the watershed. A striking economic example can
be cited in the Salt Lake City - Ogden, Utah area. Here a mountain
watershed was permitted to be overgrazed for a period of eight years
resulting in $1,000,000.00 of flood damage. During this period there
was an average annual loss of $250.00 in farm land and buildings for
every acre overgrazed, yet the grazing income from this land was
4perhaps 25c per acre annually.
How a forest watershed is managed can greatly affect the quantity
and quality of the water derived from it. The best management policy
4
United States Department of Agriculture, Information Bulletin
No . 71 : Water and our Forest
,
(Washington: Government Printing
Office, 1951), p. 17

for water purposes often is in conflict with the best policy for the
other forest resources. As the water problem becomes more critical,
other forest uses are going to have to play a secondary role to the
water resource.
Recreation . There are more and more people with leisure time and
the necessary funds to enjoy it. Many of these people want to return
to the rural areas for recreation, particularly those concentrated in
urban areas. Visits to National Forests increased five fold from 1950
to 1963. Many National Forests are overloaded, detracting from the
recreational benefits and destroying some of the other forest values.
Recreational visits to National Forests are expected to increase four
fold again by the year 2000 demanding development of greatly increased
forest recreational capacity. "More likely than large physical expan-
sion, will be the conversion of land now used for other purposes - such
as growing trees - to recreation use, if not in toto then through
multiple use of the land for recreation as well as forestry."
Fish and Wildlife . Today a hunter or fisherman lives in every
third home. The forest is the home of a great portion of the nation's
fish and wildlife, and animals can be very destructive to forests.
It doesn't seem possible to place a dollar value on the contribution
of this forest resource but it appears to be significant.
Forage . Forests provide a great portion of the grazing land in
this country. About 1/2 of the beef cattle and 3/4 of the sheep are




grazed on forest land for six months out of the year. Stock grazing
can conflict greatly with good forest management for all the other forest
resources.
The optimum of any one of these resources can normally only be
accomplished at the expense of the others. Water and recreation are
rapidly assuming greater significance in forest management, and a
large portion of the forests in the future will be managed with more




THE PROBLEMS OF SUPPLY AND DEMAND
A most complete and extensive survey of the United States forestry
situation was made by the United States Department of Agriculture
Forest Service between 1952 and 1957. The results of these studies
were published in Timber Resources for America's Future and provide
the most current information available. The material in this portion
of the paper is largely drawn from this report. According to the
authors, the report was planned and executed in the field with the
widespread cooperation of a great number of states, forest industries,
and individuals. A similar and related study is Resources in America'
s
2
Future which considers input data through 1960. While all the pro-
jections of the two reports are not identical they are similar and
lead to the same conclusions concerning forestry outlooks.
The terms supply and demand, used frequently throughout these
studies, are not used in their technical economic sense. Frequently,
supply and demand are shown as being divergent rather than inter-
secting. "Demand" is estimates of future demand for timber products
United States Department of Agriculture Forest Service, Timber
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under various assumed conditions and is in no way meant to represent
forecast of actual future consumption of timber products. "Supply"
is the projected amount of timber that could possibly be made avail-
able. Both surpluses and shortages can occur. It is realized that
supply and demand will interact to adjust price. Timber Resources
for America's Future handled price as follows:
"With regard to future prices of timber products the most
clearcut assumption usable for purposes of demand projections
is that the trend in the future price of the product under
consideration will generally parallel the price trend of materials
that may readily be substituted for it. Under such conditions
no appreciable amount of price - induced substitution - either
favorable or adverse - is expected. However, this is not to say
there will be no change in the price of the product under consid-
eration. All it implies is that such a change in price will not
be greatly out of line with concurrent changes in the prices of
substitute materials. The distinction just made is important
because many of the factors that tend to raise the price of timber
products also tend to force up the price of substitute materials.
There is also the probability that an increase in price of any
particular product exerts an upward pull on the price of its
substitutes
.
The medium projection of timber-product demand and the
upper projection both rest on the assumption that price relation-
ships will remain about as they have been in recent years. Price,
of course, is not the only factor and often not the major factor
that induces substitution. Both projections make substantial
allowance for substitution of certain timber products for other
timber products. It has been assumed, however, that these timber-
for-timber substitutions will tend to balance out; and that indus-
trial wood as a whole will continue to occupy about the same
position in the Nation's raw-materials input that it has occupied
in recent years.
The lower projection is based on the assumption that there
will be a substantial rise in timber product prices relative to
the prices of competing materials. The difficulty with this
assumption is that it cannot be applied in any concise way because
there are no devices by which to isolate the long-term impact of
price change on quantity of timber product demand, and no standards
by which the effects of long-term price changes can be measured.
Most of the work so far done in tracing the effects of price
on quantity of a product demanded has been limited to short
12

periods and to the consumer-goods market. This study is
concerned with long periods of time and with products that more
generally classify as producer goods. Past influence of price
change cannot actually be disentangled from the influence of
nonprice factors such as technological change, effectiveness of
advertising and sales promotion, standardization of product
quality, and services rendered by producers to their customers.
Analyses of the past long-term relationship between price change
and quantity of a product consumed are therefore subject to
considerable uncertainty, and any projection of past relation-
ships into the future carries with it an assumption that marketing
policy and organization on the supply side (in conjunction with
price change) will continue to operate about as they have in the
past. This implicit assumption conflicts with the concept that
demand is dependent solely on the number of consumers, consumers'
purchasing power, consumers' preference, and relative price.
For the lower projections, judgment estimates were made
of quantity of various products that might be demanded, provided
that price of timberproducts rises substantially faster than
price of nonwood materials. "3
Resources in America's Future says: "A basic assumption
to be born in mind is that the real price of timber and timber
products is not, in these projections, responsive to the develop-
ing pressure on supply. As elsewhere in this study, this
assumption is made so that our analysis can sharply bring out
the possible effects of alternative courses.
Similarly, in the analysis that follows, cut and growth are
juxtaposed and the consequences for the growing stock considered
in order to pursue the implications, not to develop a realistic
future supply and demand pattern. Indeed, we have here perhaps
the best illustration of the general thrust of this study: to
test future adequacy by comparing a reasonable extension of past
consumption trends with resources availability, and to examine
the implications of this confrontation. "4-
Terms : The more common terms used in forestry include:
Growing Stock : Net value in cubic feet of live trees of commerical
species on a given area, and measuring 5" in diameter at breast height.
This is the most frequently used measurement of timber supply.
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Net Annual Growth : The annual change in cubic foot (or board foot)
volume to growing stock resulting from natural causes.
Timber Cut : The net volume in a given year, in cubic feet (or board
feet) cut or otherwise destroyed in logging.
Sawtimber : Trees of commercial species large enough to be sawed into
lumber. Usually 9" in diameter at breast height. Those trees between
5" and 9" are known as poletimber .
Softwood and Hardwood : Commercial terms of long standing. Strictly
speaking these designators distinguish between conifers and non-
conifers, rather than between lighter and denser woods.
Commercial Forest Land : Forest land which is producing or is physically
capable of producing usable crops of wood, usually sawtimber; econo-
mically available now or prospectively; and not withdrawn from timber
utilization.
Forest Management : Good management requires insuring that the forest
land is well stocked with trees of desirable specie, elimination of
undesirable trees, thinning of trees to provide for maximum growth
rate, harvesting of mature trees, and protecting the forest from
destructive agents.
I. UNITED STATES PROJECTED DEMAND
Forest products are significantly one of the few agriculture
products which are not presently in surplus, and more important, are
the only ones for which a future shortage is forecast. Forest product
demand projections are based largely on the projections of Population
and of Gross National Product. The key assumptions made in Timber
Resources for America's Future were peace but continued military
14

preparedness, rapid rise in population, economic prosperity and high
living standards, continued importance of forest products as a basic
raw material, and continuation of present trends in forestry.
Three levels of demand were originally projected; high, medium
and low. In some instances these were combined into one projection
when they did not differ materially. The lower and medium projections
are based on a more conservative set of economic projections for the
country. A summary of the key economic criteria and estimated change

















Rates of growth for the lower and medium projections were lower than
those experienced during the past fifty years.
The key assumptions concerning price for projections of timber
demand for upper and medium projections were that there would be no
change in relative prices and that future timber price trends would
parallel price trends of competing materials. The lower projection
assumed that timber product prices would rise substantially faster than
those of competing products and that extensive substitution would occur.
The following significant trends in per capita consumption were
considered in predicting timber demand:
1. The long term trend of industrial wood products composition
15

is toward a decrease in the proportion which lumber makes of the total;
an increase in the proportion of pulpwood and veneer logs and bolts;
and a decrease in minor industrial wood products. Over half of the
total consumption will still be for lumber.
2. There has been a 70% decrease in the use of fuel wood since
1900. Although fuelwood still accounted for 16% of consumption in
1952, it is expected to dwindle to about 2%,.
3. There has been a 50% decrease in per capita consumption of
lumber since 1900. In spite of this, total consumption has held up
and increased substantially since 1930. Since 1935, there has been
an increasing per capita consumption of lumber.
4. The most outstanding major development in wood consumption
has been the rapid increase in the use of pulpwood. In 1900, it
accounted for 2% of industrial wood use. In 1964, it accounted for
29%.
These projections produced results, as shown in Figure 1. What
this means in terms of percentage changes is shown in Table I. It
should be pointed out that the "all industrial wood" figures are more
significant than the "all products" figures which include firewood.
Firewood is on the way out as a fuel, and has had little economic
importance in recent times.
The medium projected increases of 50% in 1975 and 114% in 2000
over the 1952 consumption, seem to be large. This is primarily due
to the substantial increases in population predicted by the United
States Bureau of Census. The lumber projections show declining per









































































1952 1975 2000 ' 20Q0
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CONSUMPTION 1952 AND ESTIMATED
J 1957 AND 2000 ASSUMING 1952
PER CAPITA RATES.
LOWER PROJECTED DEMAND
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Table hr-Consumption and projected demand for selected timber products and percentage change in demand
jrom 1952 consumption '

























































































1 Includes roundwood equivalent of net imports of lum-
ber, pulpwood, woodpulp and paper, veneer logs and bolts
and veneer-log equivalent of veneer products. The 1952
estimates also reflect adjustments for changes in stocks.
1 Change from 1952.
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projection in 2000. Pulpwood per capita consumption is shown as
increasing at all levels and times. The lower projection shows a
slightly declining per capita consumption for all industrial wood.
On the other hand, it shows slightly increasing per capita consumption
for the medium and high projections. This reflects the higher standard
of living which is expected.
Inasmuch as these figures were derived in the 1952-54 time frame,
a check has been made to see how they are holding up using 1964 data.
These trends were basically derived from projections of population
increase and increase in Gross National Product. The actual resulting
increases in these areas have corresponded to the highest of the 1952
predictions. Predictions for the future also appear to fit the highest
of these projections.
Projections for the decrease in use of wood for fuel and in minor
industries are happening according to expectations. The pulpwood usage
is exceeding the highest predicted demand. It is now expected that
pulpwood demand will reach the lower projected demand of 90 million
cords in 1980 instead of 2000. During the past ten years, United
Jtates production of pulpwood has increased at an average annual rate
of 5.2% while imports also continue to increase.
Softwood plywood consumption has risen at an average annual rate
of 11.1% over the past ten years. Lumber consumption, on the other
hand, has changed little over the past ten years. For the past five
United States Department of Agriculture, The Demand and Price





years it has shown a definite increase after dropping considerably
during the late 1950 's. This was not unexpected however, because the
low birth rates of the depression years corresponded with low housing
starts during those same years.
In the total picture, all consumption appears to be following the
medium projection. If lumber consumption should continue to increase
as it presently is, and as it is predicted to do, total demand is
going to lie between the medium and the high projections.
II. PROJECTED SUPPLY
World . The North American continent has one fifth of the total
world forest area. This is broken down to approximately 8% for the
United States, 10% for Canada and 1% for Mexico. More important than
total forest area is the type of forest area, and whether or not it
is being used. The softwoods, which are the woods currently in demand,
are about equally divided between the Free World and the Soviet Bloc.
North America includes the bulk of the Free World softwood forest. On
the other hand, the Free World contains nearly 90% of the hardwood
forest area, a great portion of which is not being utilized.
The United States leads all nations in every forest product
manufacturing category except lumber, which passed to Russia in 1957.
When the vast forest resources available in Russia are considered -
about 50% of the world's growing stock in use - it is suspected that
the United States will not always maintain its lead in forest products
use. It does now, primarily because of the much larger installed plant
capacity, superior research, better utilization and scientific management,
20

It is the opinion of the United States Department of Agriculture that
the United States is reasonably well endowed with timber resources in
relation to those of other nations, if she effectively manages her
6
forests.
Imports , Presently the United States is a net importer of forest
products and this is not expected to change. She is dependent upon
the North American continent for her future forest needs. Canada has
supplied nearly all of the United States' imports to date, and is the
most promising source of supply in the future. Europe is ruled out as
an import source and in the future is expected to compete with the
United States for Canadian exports. The European softwood forest is
now 96% utilized, and is under more intensive management than any
other area in the world.
The U.S„S.R. is a potential supplier of softwood requirements,
but even assuming no restraint of trade with that country, it is not
anticipated that she could economically supply the United States with
softwoods. It would require revolutionary changes in methods of over-
land transportation in rugged terrain, beyond any methods now conceived,
While Russia has vast resources, they are accessible for only a portion
of the year and then under very difficult conditions.
There are vast hardwood forests in both South America and Africa,
now unused except for the valuable species. Making a beginning toward
supplementing United States lumber supplies from these sources would
call for large scale opening up of forest in hardwood areas. Greatly
reduced cost of long haul transportation would be necessary to make





such supplies attractive to lower grade users. The United States
Forest Service does not believe that these hardwood forests will be
put to use by 2000. Another authority believes it to be inevitable
that hardwoods will be substituted for softwoods at some point, but
because of the major technological problems involved can make no
o
predictions.
United States . The United States Forest Service ran into immediate
difficulties in projecting the possible supplies to meet the projected
demand levels. Ultimately, supply projections were made only for the
low and medium demand levels. Any projection for the high level would
be of little more than academic interest, because the medium level
projections lead to such wide disparity under the assumptions made.
The attainment of even medium level demands calls for intensity of
forestry effort, greater than may be expected from a continuation of
recent forestry trends.
It should again be stated that these projections are an extension
of past and present consumption trends compared to past and present
supply trends or resources expected to be available. The large dis-
crepencies which appear are but indications of the magnitude of the
forestry effort needed to reduce the gap between growth and removal,
if the United States is to enjoy the use of forest products. The
projected growth can be easily misinterpreted if one expects it to
actually occur. Economic forces are expected to go to work long
before these large gaps develop.










The projected growth figures were made on the following two
assumptions: (1) Annual timber removal will climb steadily from
1952 to meet the removal necessary to supply annual demand to the year
2000. (2) Progress in forestry will continue as indicated by recent
trends so that by 2000 it will be considerably more wide spread and
intensive than in 1952. The assumption is that forestry will continue
to intensify and expand at about the same rate that it had during the
years immediately preceeding 1952. Much higher growth rates and lower
mortality rates were used than had been experienced to date.
Demand and supply projections in Table 2 show realizable, needed,
and projected growth. These figures indicate that the situation is
not too serious through 1975, but becomes completely out of hand by
2000. The needed sawtimber growth for the low and medium projections
are increases over 1952 of 67% and 122% respectively. Needed growth
and timber cut are synonymous in this instance, which means in the
case of medium demand that sawtimber cut in 2000 would be 105.4 billion
board feet, or a 122% increase over the cut of 47.4 billion board feet
in 1952. Assuming that demand had been met between 1952 and 2000,
the projected available cut for 2000 would be 25.2 billion board feet
of sawtimber. These figures represent a per capita decrease in
consumption of 4% for the lower projection and an increase of 27%
for the medium projection. The most significant fact to be derived
from this table is that if realizable growth were attained, the figures
would be in balance, or very close to it, through 2000. Realizable
growth is what could be grown if all commercial forest land were
managed at the same level as the average better managed lands in 1952.
23

Commercial forest land is land which is capable of producing usable
wood crops, is economically available, and is not withdrawn from timber
utilization.
The negative 100% growth rate figure shown in Table 3 is
indicative of the size of the problem facing the industry, and of the
fact that these projections cannot be related to economic supply and
demand. The projected supply and demand picture is further demon-
strated by Figures II, III, and IV.
The major deductions to be made from the projections as shown
in these illustrations are:
1. If medium or lower demands are met to year 2000, it will
be with serious adverse effects on timber inventories and growth.
2. Prompt and very substantial expansion and intensification
of forestry is necessary if timber shortages are not to occur by
2000. The degree of expansion and intensification will have to be
far in excess of the progress made in 1952. This large increase in
consumption is not based on increased per capita usage, but upon
increases in the population.
3. The American people are probably going to have to get along
with less timber, at higher prices, and of poorer quality than in the
past. This will probably not occur until after 1975.
4. Potentially the land is adequate. The opportunity is present
There is no danger of timber becoming a surplus crop.
5. Forestry is a long term proposition. Action will have to be
taken during the 1960's on all commercial forest land to meet the
demands of 2000. The degree of forestry required will have to match
24

Table 2 . -Timber growth, 1952, realizable growth, needed growth, and projected growth




















































































































Table 3 —Relation oj projected sawtimber growth
to needed growth, 1975 and 2000
Change in projected growth from
needed growth
































All species + 4 -14 -16 -76
1 Under the assumptions, projected growth would be
negligible (table 56); thus the theoretical percentage
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If the assumptions basic to this projection prevail for the next two or three decades, timbe. removal and net growth
thereafter will more closely approach each other than indicated by the heavy lines above. Trends toward limited supplies
resulting from inadequate growth will reduce timber removal below amounts needed to supply projected demands. On the
other hand higher prices caused by limitations in supply will stimulate forestry and the decline in growth would
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that now practiced on the better managed lands. Good management is
now practiced on less than half of the commercial forest land.
Resources in America's Future states that supply limitations
will be a greater barrier to meeting projected demand for forest
9products than for any other major category of resources material.
They believe further that although forestry represents a latent force
for expansion, private owners are discouraged from planting even a
fraction of the future need, by the easy supply outlook of the
10immediate future.
9
Hans H. Landsberg, Leonard L. Fischman, and Joseph J. Fisher,
Resources in America's Future (Baltimore, Maryland: Johns Hopkins









Severe wood shortages are projected to occur in the future.
Land and capability needed to avoid products of poorer quality, less
quantity, and higher prices are readily available. The necessary
motivation is missing.
The economic structure or price system in this society can
normally be depended upon to provide for demand and to control short
run profit taking, although it is highly plagued with a lag problem.
Forest industry represents this problem of lag most vividly.
Production of a forest product requires a time span of from 15
to 100 years, depending on growing rate and ultimate use. Signif-
icantly, more than half of the ultimate uses require closer to the
100 years for maturity than they do to 15. Thus, if the price system
indicated a need for action in the forest industry, the lag would be
approximately 50 years. It must be surmised that a 50 year period
of short supply would result in the development of substitute products,
probably greatly reducing the market for the forest product once it
had matured. In 1965, a large portion of the forest land in the
United States is not being managed in a manner which will result in
anything close to potential growth.
There are three major ways to reduce the projected gap between
supply and demand. These include (1) greater control over destructive
agents; insects, disease, and fire, (2) greater utilization of all
forest trees, all parts of good trees, culls and hardwoods, and

(3) greatly expanded planting programs under good management.
Logically, all of these proposed methods of increasing supply can
be gathered under the heading of Research.
Research in forestry has been extremely slow developing, com-
pared to that of other resources in the nation. President Kennedy,
in his 1961 special message to Congress, called for expansion of
forestry research and for a detailed plan of this expansion. President
Johnson in his message to Congress on January 1, 1964 called for
greater forestry research, and directed the Department of Agriculture
"to accelerate forest research to find new methods of wood utilization,
better timber management techniques, improved fire protection, and
more effective use of forest ranges." Since that time the Department
of Agriculture has developed a comprehensive research program to be
accomplished during fiscal years 1963-1972.
The forest industries themselves have conducted research for
some time and are now doing so at an increasing rate. However, the
depth of the problem is shown by the National Science Foundation report
that in 1961-62, approximately 2.7% of the Gross National Product
was spent on Research and Development activities nationwide. Forestry
research expenditures were .35% of the Gross National Product con-
tributed by forest products. Forestry research funds were 1/8 of
the average level for all research. The answer to any expected wood
shortage in the future will lie in continued and expanded research
United States Department of Agriculture, A National Forestry
Research Program
,




in the areas of destructive agents, utilization, and especially in
motivation for planting.
I. DESTRUCTIVE AGENTS
Destructive agents, primarily diseases, insects, and fire in
that order of importance, cause an estimated loss (known as growth
2
impact) of 43.8 billion board feet of sawtimber annually. This
amount is equal to 90?o of current annual wood consumption. These
annual loss figures are based on a study of the losses occurring in
1952, and therefore are not entirely correct because progress has
been made since that time. However, such destruction figures do
indicate that control over the agents would do a great deal toward
meeting future timber demand.
Fire . Fire, which is commonly believed to be the most destructive
agent of the forest, has been largely controlled, principally by the
widespread publicity given to the subject. In 1960, forest acreage
losses due to fires amounted to 4,478,188 acres. This was a particu-
larly bad year, but still considerably better than the 1948-52 average
of 12,133,000 acres, or the 1952-61 average of 7,309,010 acres.
Progress has been made in reducing the fire starts, but more
important is the reduction made in the size of acreage burned per
fire. Improved forest fire protection has reduced the size per forest
fire from the 1933 average of 311 acres to the 1959 average of 38 acres.
2
United States Department of Agriculture Forest Service, Timber
Resources for America' s Future
,
(Washington: Government Printing
Office, 1958), p. 193.
3
Progress in Private Forestry (Washington: American Forest
Products Industries, Inc., 1961), p. 22
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Forest fire starts have been reduced by about one half since
1939, but 88% of the forest fires are started by man and should in
theory be controllable. A five year study on protected lands gives
4










Incendiarism is primarily a problem in the South where 607o of all
incendiary fires occurred. They seem to be the result of malicious
intent and of the widespread, but erroneous belief that fire is good
for the land. The South accounts for 82% of the growth impact loss
due to fires.
The United States Forest Service considers that there are 443
million acres of forest lands needing protection, of which 25 million
have none. Those forest lands under protection burn on the average
of .4% of the area concerned each year. Those lands not protected
burn 57 of the area per year.
More and better forest fire protection not only would save
billions of board feet, but would provide a great incentive to pros-
pective investors in forest land. It has been pointed out that a
.5% risk per year over a 50 year rotation period could mean that the
4
United States Department of Agriculture, Protecting the Forest




average owner might expect to lose 1/4 of his crop. Significantly,
losses from forest fires are not generally underwritten by insurance.
The reduction of forest fire loss from 1952 to 1960 has been about
two-thirds; from 8.4 billion board feet to 2.7 billion board feet. Out-
standing though this is, the Forest Service believes that forests are
still not provided the degree of safety which is considered essential
for other kinds of property of the same value.
A study made in 1957 estimated that it would require an expenditure
of $83,509,000 to provide the basic forest fire protection needed at
that time. Funds expended in 1962 amounted to $68,000,000, with
states and private agencies providing more than 4/5 of the total. Al-
though the Clarke-McNary Act of 1924 contemplated the federal government
providing half of the funds needed for forest fire protection, this has
never been done and actual appropriations have been about half of the
amount authorized under the act.
Diseases and Insects . There are probably only two things which can
be flatly stated concerning the destructive agents of disease and
insects. First, that the losses attributed to them are enormous and
second, that little else is known. This area is one where research
has barely started and where the potential payoffs are large. As with
other research, this payoff would come in forms of timber volume saved
and incentive for prospective investors, assuming, of course, that the
cost of the research and its application is less than the revenue that
can be obtained from the increased production.
Charles A. Stoddard, The Small Private Forest in the United
States (Washington: Resources for the Future, Inc., 1961) p. 38.
United States Department of Agriculture, Protecting the Forest




The Forest Service estimated that in 1952, diseases accounted
for a growth impact loss of 19.9 billion board feet annually, and
insects for 8.6 billion board feet annually; 457 and 20% of the total
destructive agents loss. Every year, these agents cause the death
or loss of an amount of timber equal to, or above, the annual lumber
production.
Tree diseases are listed as fungi, followed by bacteria, mistle-
toe, virus, and unknown. Once the causes are identified, progress
can be made toward control. Most diseases are native to this country,
although some of the most catastrophic are imported, for example, the
chestnut blight which erased that important specie from the continent
within 30 years. The Dutch Elm disease is presently doing the same
thing to the American Elm. Most diseases seem to be prevalent all
the time, infrequently reaching catastrophic proportions.
Current forest disease control is considered indirect, in that
it is accomplished only through good forest management. Direct
attack has been made on a few diseases, the largest of these being
the control of blister rust which attacks Eastern, Western, and Sugar
Pines. This disease has been brought under control through the
elimination of gooseberry and current bushes, which serve as an
alternate host plant. Another direct attack has been the removal of
infected trees, either by cutting, or in some cases by fire.
Control over insects has been much more successful. The advent
of the airplane and of DDT, through direct attack, have made significant





inroads. In 1962, projects were carried out against seven different
Q
insects in eleven states. The average size of the unit treated was
14,196 acres. Over one million acres, heavily infected with the
spruce bud worm, were sprayed from helicopters with a solution of
1/2 lb. DDT per acre when near water courses and critical areas, and
with 1 lb. DDT per acre from airplanes over non-critical areas. The
cost varied from $.66 to $1.66 per acre, and bud worm populations
were reduced by 90% - 99%. The same success was achieved in the
other projects.
Pesticides are expected to assume increasing importance in the
control of insects, although they are presently used effectively
only where large areas are involved. They are also beset with possible
side effect problems associated with pesticides. The federal govern-
ment has led in this battle against disease and pest control, and is
expected to continue to do so.
II. UTILIZATION
It is physically possible to put an entire tree - trunk, bark,
and branches - to good use, and the wood industry is doing more and
more of this as time passes. Not only is the industry using more of
the harvested tree, it is harvesting many trees which previously had
been left to decay. Greater utilization can be accomplished in the
general areas of logging residues (that which is left in the woods)
,
plant residues, use of trees injured or killed by destructive agents,
United States Department of Agriculture, Holding the Line
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1963), p. 6.
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and in use of the so called undesirable (hardwoods and culls of any
specie). All together, the waste involved in these areas is greater
than our current wood consumption. Much progress has been made
toward better utilization in recent years, but it is not possible to
eliminate this waste entirely.
Logging Residues , The major contributing factor to better
utilization in the woods has been mechanization. Forestry was once
a labor intensive industry but now employs considerable equipment and
fewer men with less expense. Improved equipment has been developed
for all of the harvesting process; probably best illustrated by the
simple chain saw. One man with a chain saw can do the work of ap-
proximately 20 men with hand saws. This has enabled the harvesting
crew to cut trees closer to the ground, to utilize tops, and to explore
every tree within the forest instead of just those which were certain
to be of good quality.
The advent of heavy machinery which enables cheaper road construc-
tion has made a large contribution to better utilization. Good access
roads to forest land make it economically possible to go in and remove
diseased, dead, blowdown and otherwise damaged timber before it has
time to decay. This timber is then processed for nearly the same
utilization as good timber. For example, the 1962 Columbus Day storm
in the Pacific Northwest, blew down millions of board feet of timber
which was then effectively harvested. Even a few years ago it would




Plant Residue . Improvements in processing have come from
better equipment and from the chemical field. The log barker and
chipper have revolutionized the pulp industry, making it possible
to use nearly all sizes of wood. The chemical industry has made it
possible to take small and inferior pieces of wood and convert them
into usable products.
The degree of improvement in harvested crop utilization is
striking. From 30% of the wood cut in 1900 and 37.6% in 1925,
utilization reached 47% in 1950 and is presently estimated between
50% - 80%.
9
It is estimated that in 1952, about 13%, of the wood cut was
left in the woods as logging residue. This represented 1.4 billion
cubic feet. The plant residue at that time amounted to 3.4 billion
cubic feet, or 377 of the material entering the plant. About 3/5
of the plant residue was used primarily for fuel. Only 5% of the
residue used was converted to pulp. This amounted to roughly 7% of
the pulp requirement. If the 1952 utilization percentage had equaled
that of 1963, it would have filled 39% of the pulp requirement.
Undesirable Woods and Residue . The pulp industry is the out-
standing example of utilization at its best, for it not only utilizes
residue but is the major contributor to the increased use of hardwoods,
from 3,631,000 cords in 1952 to 9,270,000 cords in 1963. It has in-
creased its use of residues from 1,568,000 cords to 9,800,000 cords
during the same period. The total consumption by pulp of hardwoods
and residue in 1963 would have supplied approximately the entire
9





domestic pulp demand in 1950. Hardwood presently accounts for less
than 1/4 of pulpwood output, but production from hardwood is increasing
more rapidly than that from softwood. Since 1954, hardwood pulp usage
has increased at an average annual rate of 8.4% compared to 2.1% for
softwood. The increased utilization of hardwood and residues for
pulp, frees an enormous amount of good timber for more demanding uses.
A number of pulp mills, particularly in the west, now operate entirely
on sawmill and veneer mill residues.
The present trend in sawmill operation is away from giant lumber
mills toward smaller integrated mills composed of log barkers, one or
more sawmills, a veneer or plywood plant, a hardwood plant, a chipping
plant, or pulp, paper or paperboard mills. These operations will
bring in the whole tree, then grade and sort it to process each part
to the best advantage. The waste of one operation becomes the raw
material of the next.
Probably the biggest area of utilization yet to be explored is
the chemical conversion of wood. Wood is composed of about 70% fiber
and 30% lignin. The 70% of fiber breaks down to near 507o cellulose,
and 20% hemicellulose which can be further broken into various forme
of sugars. These are potential sources of a considerable variety of
products. Cellulose acetate butyrate is used in portable radio cases,
pipe and tubing, and tool handles. Cellulose acetate is used in toys,
lamp shades, vacuum cleaner parts and combs. Ethyl cellulose is
favored for edge moldings on cabinets and in electrical parts and car
hardware. Cellulose nitrate is common in spectacle frames, heel
coverings and fabric coatings. In general, cellulosics are among the
United States Department of Agriculture, The Demand and Price
Situation for Forest Products 1964 (Washington: Government Printing
Office, 1964), p. 12
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toughest of plastics; they retain a lustrous finish under normal
conditions and may be produced transparent, translucent or opaque in
a wide variety of colors. Their electrical properties are good and
they will withstand moderate heat.
When the problems of acid conversion are solved, pentose - a
^product of hemicellulose - may be converted to furfural, a constituent
of nylon, presently derived from corn cobs. The United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture feels that the corn cobs economically available
will not be sufficient to meet the nylon demand in the next five years.
Furfural is also valuable in petroleum refining, solvent extraction,
and in the making of synthetic resins.
The possibilities for use of the hexose sugars also derived from
hemicellulose include production of sorbitol, propylene and ethylene
glycols, glycerine, and hydroxy methlfurfural ; the latter possibly
being of great value to the synthetic fiber industry.
Presently the pulp industry throws away nine million tons of
residue, most of which is lignin. Lignin is now used as a dispersing
agent for concrete, an expander for the negative plates of storage
batteries, the making of vanillin flavoring, and in concentrated form
as a linoleum adhesive. A recent development is the extraction of
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) from lignin. DMSO is a drug, still in the
experimental stage, which possesses what the medical profession terms
"strange" absorption properties. When rubbed on the skin it is
immediately absorbed into the body. The potential is that when mixed
United States Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Products




with vaccines or other medicines, it may eliminate the use of
hypodermic needles. It has also been successful as a pain killer
for arthritis headaches and sinus problems and for relieving symptoms
12
of the common cold with no toxic side effects. So little is under-
stood about lignin, however, that most of it is disposed of as waste,
and its present uses require far less of it than is available.
These developments in the chemical conversion of wood will be
important not only for residue utilization, but also for improved
utilization of the dead and dying lumber, culls and hardwoods. When
a farmer can sell a great portion of every tree on his land, the
motivation needed to inspire improved forest management by the many
marginal producers may be supplied.
III. MANAGEMENT AND PLANTING
The United States Government in Timber Resources in America's
Future projects that future timber demands may not be met without
large adjustments in consumption patterns. Resources for America's
Future is in agreement with this and with the government conclusion
that presently available commercial forest land is adequate to provide
for projected needs without consumption changes, if good forest manage-
ment is practiced on these lands.
The key to this paradox of not meeting needs when potential is
available, lies in the land ownership pattern and the economies of
scale associated with forest management. Good forest management in




(December 23, 1963) p. 68
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the holding, the better the management has been. However, over half
of the forest land in this country is in small holdings.
Ownership Pattern . The commercial forest land of the forty-eight
states and coastal Alaska consists of 488,609,000 acres, or 257o of
13
the land area of the United States. Seventy-five percent of commer-
cial forest land is to the east of the Great Plains, and twenty-five
percent to the west. Presently, 70% of the sawtimber volume comes
from the west and 30% from the east. This is nearly in exact reverse
of where the potential lies.
The group ownership pattern breaks down to 27% for federal and
other public land, 13% for forest industries, 34% in farms, and 26%
to other private holdings. Of all forest lands, 60%, or 295,881,000
acres, is under private non-industrial ownership. Ninety-one percent
of all forest land south of the lake states and west to the Mississippi
River is privately owned, as is eighty-one percent to the north and
west through the upper Mississippi River territory. In 1952, of the
51 million acres of forest land in need of planting, 84% was in the
private ownership category.
Forest holdings are classified as small when under 5,000 acres,
medium from 5,000 to 50,000 acres, and large when over 50,000 acres.
Nationally, 24.8% of the private holdings are less than 100 acres
(average: 31 acres), 20% are between 100 - 500 acres, and 54.3% are
under 5,000 acres. The amount of small private ownership in the west
is insignificant.
13
These figures, and those following, come from: Forest Service,
0£. eft., pp. 113-142
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This means that four and a half million owners possess 54.3% of
the forest land with an average acreage of 59 acres each. Nearly all
of this is in the east and the south, with 3/4 of the ownership by
farmers. The average farm forest holding is 49 acres. Other private
holdings average about twice this amount. A very important fact for
any proposed management plans is that half of the four and a half
million owners have less than 30 acres each. This group could be
eliminated in any planning since it represents only 67c of the total
commercial forest area.
Farm forest areas support low production rates. On the average,
farm ownerships yield only 1900 board feet per acre compared to 4200
board feet per acre for industrial holdings. Cutting practices on
farms and other small holdings place those forests in the medium and
lower productivity class 597o of the time. Industrial holdings are in
this class only 23% of the time. Studies have shown that in the
Tennessee Valley, only 2% of farmland forest was well managed; that
the Gulf Coast states produced at about 1/3 capacity; that 75% of farm
forest practices in Mississippi rated from poor to destructive, and
that 56% of the people didn't know they were practicing bad management.
These figures have shown the difference between results on big
holdings where the forest is treated as a crop and well managed, and
those on small holdings where poor management causes productivity at
less than half of what it should be. It is generally accepted that
forest management practices on industrial and public holdings are good
and steadily expanding, and that the largest potential area for
14increased forest production lies in farm and other private holdings.
14
Samuel T. Dana, Dean Emeritus, School of Natural Resources
University of Michigan: Keynote Address, Fifth American Forest Congress,
(Washington: October 28, 1963).

Ownership Class . An area for concentrated effort toward improving
wood supplies is indicated by the fact that a great portion of the
nation's forest area is in the hands of many small private owners who
are not managing it well. First, however, it is necessary to know
more about these owners, including such information as occupation,
income status, and purpose of holding the forest land.
The American Forest Association initiated a study of the southern
forest region in an effort to answer some of these questions, selecting
North Carolina because it has the largest number of non-industrial
owners, and because that state represents the three physiogeographic
and timber producing regions typical of the south. The study was to
determine class of ownership by size of acreage and also owner attitudes
toward forestry. Results showed that percentages of non-industrial
forest land by area were held as follows: farmers 39%, businessmen 11%,
undivided estates 127
,
wage earners 9%, and the balance among profes-
sional men, housewives, retired, unknown, and miscellaneous. Seventy-
two percent of the North Carolina owners held less than 50 acres
each, or only 18% of forest land, whereas 87c of the owners held over
150 acres each, or 58%, of the total forest area. The inference made
was that a sizable portion of the forest land is held by people of at
least modest financial means. Timber Resources in America' s Future
also shows significantly that a large percentage of the total owners
hold very small pieces of land.





Forest Service, op_. cit . p. 309
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The larger holdings tended to concentrate in the hands of
occupational groups generally active in the areas of investment, with
average area size for businessmen 111 acres, and professional people
109 acres. This is four times as large as that held by wage earners
and twice as large as that owned by housewives, widows, or retired.
Again, as usual, the larger holdings had better management. Reasons
given for holding forest land were 1/3 for general farming purposes,
1/3 for timber growing objectives, and the balance for a wide assortment
of reasons not associated with timber growing. The larger holdings
were usually held with timber growing in mind.
The educational level was higher for owners of larger parcels,
most of whom had attended some college. The average education for all
non-industrial owners came to 9 years. Technical understanding of
forestry was poor with only 2/5 of the owners possessing the most
rudimentary knowledge. This might indicate that more educational pro-
grams should be initiated, but it was also discouragingly shown that
the technical knowledge which was possessed far exceeded the extent of
forestry practiced. Something other than just lack of knowledge is in
the picture.
The average owner's age was 55 and his length of tenure 22 years,
with the larger properties held by owners over that average age. These
age levels might tend to restrict good forest planning since the people
involved can't expect to live long enough to see much of the benefit
from good forestry. However, this possible restriction is partially
compensated for by the expressed intention of 2/3 of the owners to
provide for forest management after their deaths. This suggests a
44

planning horizon based on family tenure.
The implications drawn from this study are that small forest
owners are a heterogeneous lot, with many factors inhibiting the
practice of good forestry. The most serious of these is the low asset
and income status of the average owner, and next is his lack of
entrepreneurial ability and forestry knowledge. Most small forest
properties are too small to be operated efficiently or to contribute
significantly to the owner's income. On the other hand, over half of
the forest area is concentrated in the hands of relatively few people
who are better financed and possess more knowledge and management
ability.
Acreage Size . Few studies have been made to determine the size
of forest required to achieve economies of scale. Unquestionably, the
desirable size is very large, with the exact acreage dependent upon
the geographic area, cite, growth rate, and type of product. Charles
Stoddard has stated that tracts over 5000 acres in size have a good to
excellent economic prospect based on size alone. Areas between 500
and 5000 acres have a fair to good chance, if tied to other efforts.
One hundred to 500 acre holdings have only a fair chance when handled
as a sideline to other economic activity. Holdings under 100 acres
(which represent over 1/2 of the forest area in the United States) have
poor to non-existent economic prospects unless combined with other
agricultural enterprises or with other ownerships for management pur-
17
poses.
There are several factors which account for the exceedingly high





amount of acreage required to operate efficiently. A great deal of
technical knowhow is necessary, including knowing planting practices,
when, how, and what to grow and cut, and control of destructive agents.
It requires extensive knowledge of the market if fair prices are to be
received, and of the availability of a market for a small output. It
requires good management ability in a technical field. Harvesting
requires highly specialized equipment representing a heavy capital
investment over and above the cost of the land.
Therefore, the ability, knowledge, and equipment required to operate
efficiently in forestry are extensive, however, the amount of any one
of these required per acre of forest land is very small. The fixed cost
associated with small forest operation will remain nearly unchanged for
1 8
a large forest operation. The necessary costs to properly manage a
small piece of forest land in many circumstances make this management
prohibitively expensive. One of the three known studies on economic
size indicates that sustained yield forestry on average stocked land
requires 18,000 acres of land in the north and 10,000 acres in the
19
south. This is an integrated operation which not only grows, but
delivers to market the harvested product.
In general it can be concluded that the typical size of forest
land of less than 100 acres owned by farmers and other private individ-
uals will be most difficult to operate efficiently. In connection with
other farming operations it might be economical, although not necessarily
efficient. For owners other than farmers, even this appears most
doubtful unless some sort of co-operative arrangement can be made.
1
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Test Plots: "Forest Forties ". The fact that such large portions
of the nation's forest lands are managed far below capacity while the
spectre of wood shortages looms in the future, has long been a matter
of grave concern to the federal government. In an effort to determine
if small woodlots could be operated profitably, the government estab-
lished several pilot programs usually on lots of forty acres, leading
to the name Forest Forties. The most notable and oldest of these is
operated by United States Forest Service scientists at Crossett,
Arkansas.
The Crossett experiment was begun in 1937 to determine the timber
farming capability of good loblolly and short leaf pine cites in southern
Arkansas and northern Louisiana. Two 40 acre cites were selected, one
of which was in poor condition similar to hugh areas of woodlands in
that vicinity. This cite was used to determine how long it would take
to rebuild the tract into productive land. The second cite was in
good condition and reasonably well stocked, and was used to determine
what the land would produce when fully stocked and put into good growing
condition.
The foresters followed three basic rules in managing the land:
(1) reduce the number of poor trees, (2) increase the number of good
trees, and (3) cut less than the annual growth until the stand is
rebuilt. While applying these rules they made a point of cutting some
marketable products each year so the woodlands would be yielding some
income while returning to full production.
20
Robert W. Neelands, and Russell R. Reynolds, "Farm Forests are
Bonus Crops," American Forest Magazine
,
(June, 1963) p. 9
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The 25 year result on the poor forty was a product harvest valued
at $6,434.00 on the stump, $9,453.00 at roadside, and $12,473.00
delivered. The good forty did much better, returning $10,795.00 as
stumpage, $15,724.00 at roadside, and $20,652.00 at the market. The
poor forty had an annual stumpage return of $6.42 per acre, and the
good forty returned $10.80 per acre. These are total returns divided
by number of years. In reference to alternatives, the average net
hourly wage for farming in the area was estimated at 60c an hour. The
net returns for labor in growing the wood crops would have averaged
$3.00 per hour on the poor forty and $5.00 per hour on the good forty.
Had the harvesting and delivery been done by the owner, gross returns
would have doubled. The condition of the poor forty had improved
during the 25 years involved, and there was more sawtimber on that
stand than was found in virgin stands. It was fully stocked with trees
of all sizes.
Another test was conducted in southern Arkansas using the good
21
and bad cite criteria on good land. The period covered fifteen years
from 1937 to 1951. In this instance, net returns at the stump were
$5.88 versus $3.51 per acre, for one hour of work per acre per year.
Owner harvesting of the crop would have again given returns in excess
of the local wage rate.
A test conducted at the Olustee Experimental Forest in northern
22
Florida over a ten year period from 1944 to 1954 had similar results.
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United States Department of Agriculture, Farmers ' Bulletin No .
2102 : Growing Loblolly and Shortleaf Pine in the Mid South
,
(Washington:
Government Printing Office, reprinted 1964.)
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The land involved was less than half stocked at the start of the period,
Over the ten years involved, return per acre would have been $2.72 for
stumpage and $6.82 for labor used in harvesting.
The last example is known as Webster's Woodlot near Auburn, New
23
York. The Websters are chicken farmers who had 15 acres of poor
woodlot on their farm, in three separate parcels. These woodlots were
subjected to intensive management by the Websters from 1933 to 1962
under the direction of Cornell University. During this period they
harvested $1700.00 of wood at stumpage prices. The amount of man hours
over the years varied greatly as did the return for harvesting, which
ranged from $.57 an hour to $4.50 an hour. The value of the standing
timber increased $2,880.00 at 1961 prices, and the stand is now well
stocked with good specie. The gross rate of return per acre for
harvested products was $3.90 over the entire period.
The results of these experimental woodlots clearly indicate that
under good management, the returns from farm and private woodlots can
be greatly increased. One-third of the nation's forest area is in
farm woodlots which are usually badly managed. One assumption could be
that the farmers are so well off they don't need the resultant income
from managing a woodlot. However, Secretary of Agriculture Orville L.
Freeman told the United States Senate on June 16, 1965, that less than
400,000 of the nation's three million farmers earn an adequate income
and that the majority of farmers do not earn the equivalent of the
minimum wage, without even considering a return on their investment.
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From an economic point of view, it can be said that the farmer
would have virtually no incremental cost in managing his woodlot
properly. The primary cost would be his time, which has relatively
few demands in the winter when most woodlot work can be done. The
alternative investments for his time which he is willing and able to
make, have a value considerably less than the return from a woodlot.
A hypothetical example would be a farmer with a $2,000.00 income and a
40 acre woodlot which he is not managing. Through proper management of
the woodlot, he could obtain a yearly revenue of from $108.00 to $432.00,
to use the extremes of the experimental station tests. By doing his
own harvesting, he could double those figures. In nearly all cases,
this would represent at least a two-thirds increase over what he obtained
when not managing the woodlot. Compared to his base income, these
figures are significant. The use of virtually no incremental or opport-
unity cost in applying economics to the farmers case, probably cannot
be justified in the case of other forest owners.
The forest forties tests have shown that much can be done with a
farm woodlot, but it must be remembered that the average farmer will
not have the technical knowledge or managerial ability which the United
States Forest Service has. Lack of this ability and knowledge will
not be too damaging since even very rudimentary knowledge, when practiced,
will greatly increase production. Lack of sound financial backing and
marketing ability however, are gross defects and can destroy the
feasibilility of practicing good management on farm woodlots.
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Market . Maurice K. Goddard, Secretary of the Pennsylvania
Department of Forest and Woods, has discussed the highly complex
problem of improving timber management by small landowners, and has
24
pointed to the one principle which can be easily and readily drawn.
"There will be no timber management on these lands unless the owner can
see a profit, and today we cannot guarantee him the necessary market to
earn that profit." Although this statement may not be 100% accurate,
it is reasonable to assume that most people operate on a profit motive
and will react to such within the capability of their knowledge and
financial status.
Certainly, the forest industry has not been able to guarantee the
small operator a profit, or frequently even a market. Up to the present
time, the nation has possessed a supply of wood products, inherited
not grown, which more than satisfied demand. The cost of harvesting
those wood products which are provided free by nature has been less
than that associated with helping nature provide more. As a result,
management on once cut over land has been poor, and harvesting is largely
a matter of selecting the best of whatever nature has provided in her
own very slow process of replenishing the original stand.
Not only has there been no real shortage of wood products, but
the market situation itself may have a tendency to keep down the profit-
ability of growing timber for the small producer. A United States
Senate study of small forest producers typified the competitive "free
enterprise" as one which should have (1) a large number of buyers and
sellers, (2) freedom of market choice, (3) complete knowledge of market
24
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conditions, (4) equality of bargaining power between buyer and seller,
and (5) uniform and impartial grading. Although these conditions are
seldom, if ever, achieved, the individual small timber producer is
particularly handicapped. In the case of rough forest products there
are often many small sellers but only a few large buyers; there may be
some choice of market but it is frequently limited by hauling distances,
a particularly expensive cost for rough forest products; the independent
sellers have access to impartial price information in only a scattering
of states, most of them depending on a buyers list or local hearsay;
most sellers have offers from only one large buyer who establishes
25
prices and does the grading according to his own standards.
The experience of the United States Forest Service has been that
farmers or other small owners frequently receive far less for their
woodlots than they would if they were aware of the market and of what
they owned. Typically, the owner sells the wood as it stands in the
woods for a lump sum; so many dollars for that chunk of woods over
there. If a seller is to profitably sell timber, he must know what he
is selling and what it is worth. Elementary as this sounds, it has
not been the rule for selling small woodlots. "A typical example is
the case of the owner of a family forest property in Oregon who has
been offered $10,000 for his timber. Through the help of a forester,
the owner received $60,000 for it. This is not an isolated or exaggera-
ted example. Foresters' files are full of similar cases."
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Whether or not practices in restraint of competition are actually
occurring, the small producer who is infrequently harvesting small
amounts of a variety of products is in a poor selling position. A
major disadvantage is his lack of price information which can lead
27
to acceptance of the price offered by a single buyer. Unlike most
commodities, forest products have no general system of price reporting.
For most of his products, a farmer can make use of daily price quota-
tions received by radio, TV, or newspapers, and act accordingly. For
wood products, he must often make an extensive effort to determine
current market price.
Bills have been introduced in the Congress to direct the Secretary
of Agriculture to collect and publish current data on prices of forest
products. One of these was S 840 by Senators Humphrey and Stennis,
introduced in the 85th Congress but passed only as an amendment to
the Agriculture Act of 1956, directing the Secretary of Agriculture
to "prepare a report on price trends and relationships". Its opponents
said they thought price reports would lead to price supports or to
federal regulation of timber cutting. The Senate Report called it
"significant to note that opposition came from the large organized
buyers, not from small unorganized sellers...." Periodic forest
product price reporting has been carried on systematically by ex-
tension foresters in Illinois, New Hampshire, North Carolina, Oregon,
Washington, Wisconsin, and several other states. Pressure from
industrial buyers of forest products forced discontinuance of this






activity in some states."
The Senate Committee concluded that the extent to which a
monopsony exists in the pricing of pulpwood has never been fully
determined, despite numerous congressional inquiries. Stoddard
points out that the prices offered by a buyer in the absence of
29
competition will certainly be subjective and might be monopsonistic.
Summary of Prospects for Increased Planting and Improved Management
The real potential for increased production of wood products lies
in the present poorly managed small ownership category. The potentials
are good, but the probabilities are poor. There are a number of things
working against good management on small forest holdings. Any forest
of less than 5,000 acres is too small to achieve economies of scale.
Half of the small forest holdings are less than 100 acres where
economic management is nearly impossible. Farmers, in connection with
their other operations or as part of a large group, can operate small
holdings profitably; however, many will not do so, due to lack of
knowledge and to constant financial crisis which forces them to operate
in the short run. Owners other than farmers can operate efficiently
only as part of a larger group. Many of these other small owners do
not have the interest or ability to manage properly even if it were
possible. Efficient cooperatives do not now exist.
The market for wood products is characterized by less than pure
competition, and in the past by an oversupply. These conditions have











On the positive side, relatively few owners hold about half of the
non-industrial acreage and in tracts of over 150 acres. These
people, in general, are more knowledgable, financially stable, and
interested in proper management. Given a reasonable chance at making
a profit, these owners would be very likely to try to practice better






There seems little reason to doubt that the United States in the
near future can use more wood products than apparently are going to
be available, without significant changes in the price structure. A
number of substitutes for wood products have been developed and more
are expected; however, new uses for wood products are being developed
at about the same rate. The fantastic increase in the use of pulpwood
for many purposes is the most noteworthy example of this.
Ways of meeting the projected future demand for wood have been
considered. The most obvious method, that is of increasing the amount
of land available for forestry, has been eliminated. It is more
likely that there will be less land available for forestry uses. Any
increase in output will have to come from better utilization, control
of destructive agents, and improved planting and management techniques,
Notable improvements in these areas have been made in the last few
years.
The best of known methods are being practiced on government and
industrial owned forest land. The largest potential for increased
production lies in the area of the small landowner. The problem of
increased production on small holdings is a very complex one, however
it hinges on two main points; economy of scale and availability of a
profitable market. The market is particularly difficult.
The areas of increased utilization and control of destructive
agents are doubly important since they not only could increase the
56

wood supply, but when fully developed could conceivably make an
economic operation of a much smaller area. When the small landowner
has a reasonable assurance that he can control destructive agents,
and when he can market all of each tree on his land, not just select
parts of the highest quality trees, the incentive for good management
will be greatly increased.
Forestry research which until recently has been scanty, is on
the increase. The answer to many problems lies within the field of
research for it is only here that utilization will be improved and
controls found for destructive agents.
It is apparent that some eventual changes in the price structure
can be expected. The double action here will be less wood products
used and an increase in the amount of wood products available. In-
creases in prices will decrease the size of operation needed to manage
profitably. Notably, it should provide increased motivation for those
farmers who can now operate economically, if not efficiently.
There are at least three large areas which have not been explored
in this paper. Any one, or all of them could have real bearing on
what happens in the forest industry.
Under the area of research, the whole field of genetics is yet
to be developed. Most other agricultural crops have been developed
genetically over the years to the point where farmers now produce
twice that which they once did on the same amount of land. The same
results can probably be obtained with trees. Experiments in this
area have been late to start and are necessarily very slow to complete,
since a generation in the tree business is considerably longer than
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one in the corn business. If one can grow twice as much on the
same land and if one can get twice as much from a given tree, one has
increased the wood supply fourfold. Considering the abilities of
research efforts today, this is not a foolish dream.
The problems of the small landowner accrue from his size, and
co-operatives would solve these problems in theory. There have been
a number of co-operatives in the past which are now largely non-
existent, but which have provided valuable experience for future co-
operatives. Wood industry sponsored co-operatives generated by the
selfish motive of insuring a supply of raw materials appear to be the
only successful co-operatives at this time. The primary reasons for
past failures have been poor management (largely unpaid) , lack of
capital, and lack of cooperation among the members. Such organizations
can be successful but should be financially supported until they
achieve large size.
A third possible answer to the forest industry's problem, that
of direct government control of forest management, is extensively
practiced in northern Europe. From a forestry viewpoint it is quite
successful. Most of northern Europe's forests are kept in the highest
state of productivity and the full forest potential is being realized.
The regulatory agencies designate forest land; control when, how, and
what will be cut; and enforce planting practices. The law forbids
anything else to be done. This nation has passed legislation to try
to control over-supply of agricultural products, so it is conceivable
that it could in the future pass legislation to control under-supply
of forestry products. Probably government control can insure that
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the forest potential is realized. Whether it can do so economically
or not, is an area open to research.
It is my own conclusion that large amounts of the forestry
holdings now in small pieces will neither be consolidated nor well
managed; that an equally large amount of small holdings will be
brought to a higher level of management, largely through industry
sponsored co-operatives; that portions of the forest land now
publically or industrially owned will be managed so well that they
will produce far beyond present capacity. These things will largely
meet the supply problem, but a change in prices will still be necessary
to insure these steps, and to close the final gap between projected
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